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Contra aid voted down

Associated Press

WASHINGTON: A bitterly divided House voted Wednesday to cut off U.S. military support for Nicaragua's Contra rebels, rejecting President Reagan's aid request in the hope of heralding the Central American peace process.

The 219-211 vote, culminating six years of overt and covert military support for the rebels fighting the leftist Sandinista government, killed Reagan's request for $36.2 million in new aid to keep the Contras alive as a fighting force through June.

It was a serious defeat for the president, who had lobbied hard on the issue for two weeks and has put the Contras among the top priorities for his final year in office. Only a day earlier, Reagan had offered one final compromise giving Congress more say in the Contras' fate and aid to those that failure to extend aid would

strength end communist influence in the hemisphere.

The White House issued a statement saying it was disappointed the House "did not vote to keep pressure on the Sandinistas during the peace process." 

We thank our many supporters in Congress who worked hard on behalf of this people and who continued consultations with these congressional supporters and other concerning the future of the resistance and the peace process," said presidential spokesman Martin Fitzwater.

A contra spokesman in Washington was quoted saying a serious setback in our struggle for freedom and democracy.

The associates started preparing for their work in Chile during the second semester of their senior year. Their preparation included classes in Spanish and Chilean politics. They had the support of the ROTC and the University, which "reassured possible strategies" for their work.

and they used that interest to help the people.

For example, Jordan, a political science major, visited the Nicaraguan people to speak, set up a newspaper in a school and helping the people understand their religion in their lives.

However, according to the speakers, the most rewarding part of their experience was teaching the Nicaraguans to work as a community and "being available to help the people." Each of the speakers had some particular area of interest before they went to Chile and said they would choose to continue to communicate with, according to the associates; this would bring the people together as a community sometimes difficult.

The associates start to get involved, however, many really give their all to the community projects, Brennan said.

The ROTC, said he believed "the future is going to change our country a full nine-member Supreme Court.... The Senate has not only restored to the nation a full nine-member Supreme Court, and adding Powell, was approved by 97-0 with Democrats and Republicans alike praising him as a moderate, open-minded conservative.

Reagan, in a statement, said he "is extremely pleased" and declared Kennedy "will make an outstanding addition to the Supreme Court.... The Senate has not only restored to the nation a full nine-member Supreme Court, it has reaffirmed this country's commitment to the philosophy of judicial restraint."

In Sacramento, Calif., Kennedy issued a statement saying he "could conceive of no greater honor for an attorney or a judge" than to serve on the Supreme Court, and adding he is committed to the American constitutional system.

Kennedy, 51, will be sworn into renewed repression. "The issue of Nicaragua and temporary peace

see CONTRA, page 6

Although the work was often difficult, the associates said, "all three agreed it was very rewarding. Said Gallius of the program, "In a second, I would do it again."

Senate confirms Kennedy 97-0 to

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Senate on Wednesday swiftly and unanimously confirmed Anthony Kennedy to the Supreme Court, ending a ferocious political battle that began seven months ago.

Kennedy, a federal appeals court judge who was President Reagan's third choice to succeed retired Justice Lewis Powell, was approved by 97-0 with Democrats and Republicans alike praising him as a moderate, open-minded conservative.

Reagan, in a statement, said he "is extremely pleased" and declared Kennedy "will make an outstanding additional to the Supreme Court.... The Senate has not only restored to the nation a full nine-member Supreme Court, it has reaffirmed this country's commitment to the philosophy of judicial restraint."

In Sacramento, Calif., Kennedy issued a statement saying he could "conceive of no greater honor for an attorney or a judge" than to serve on the Supreme Court, and adding he is committed to the American constitutional system.

Kennedy, 51, will be sworn into office Feb. 18, becoming the 104th justice in the history of the nation's highest court.

He is expected to play a pivotal role on the sharply divided court, particularly on such issues as abortion, affirmative action and separation of church and state.

His confirmation, after a pro forma one hour debate, was in marked contrast to the stormy fight touched off by the nomination last July of Robert Bork. Bork, Reagan's first choice to fill the vacancy created by Powell's June 25 retirement, was denounced as a rigid right-wing ideologue who threatened individual freedom and civil rights progress. The Senate rejected him by 58-42 on Oct. 23.

Kennedy was entailed Wednesday by Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., as a man of "integrity, intelligence, courage and a sense of responsibility" embrac ing "a judicial philosophy that places him within the mainstream of constitutional interpretation."

The liberal senator, who is not related to the nominee, was pinch hitting for Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., in leading the plaid Senate debate.

Biden, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee that recommended Kennedy's confirmation by a 14-0 vote, missed Wednesday's debate because of illness.

Also absent were two presidential candidates, Sens. Albert Gore Jr., D-Tenn., and Paul Simon, D-Ill.

Conservative Sen. Strom Thurmond, R.S.C., called Kennedy "one of the most eminently qualified individuals to be nominated" to the court.

ND alumni speak of Chile

By KEVIN BOUGHAL

News Staff

After spending two years and one month with the Holy Cross in China, three Notre Dame graduates came back to the Center for Social Concerns to tell of their experiences in that politically volatile country.

Gib Gallius, Nancy Brennan and Bill Jordan, all 1985 graduates of Notre Dame, spent time teaching the Chilean people to speak English, set up a newspaper in a school and helping the people understand their religion in their lives.

However, according to the speakers, the most rewarding part of their experience was teaching the Chileans to work as a community and being available to help the people. Each of the speakers had some particular area of interest before they went to Chile and said they would choose to continue to communicate with, according to the associates; this would bring the people together as a community sometimes difficult.

The associates start to get involved, however, many really give their all to the community projects, Brennan said.

The ROTC, said he believed "the future is going to change our country a full nine-member Supreme Court.... The Senate has not only restored to the nation a full nine-member Supreme Court, and adding Powell, was approved by 97-0 with Democrats and Republicans alike praising him as a moderate, open-minded conservative.

Reagan, in a statement, said he "is extremely pleased" and declared Kennedy "will make an outstanding addition to the Supreme Court.... The Senate has not only restored to the nation a full nine-member Supreme Court, it has reaffirmed this country's commitment to the philosophy of judicial restraint."

In Sacramento, Calif., Kennedy issued a statement saying he could "conceive of no greater honor for an attorney or a judge" than to serve on the Supreme Court, and adding he is committed to the American constitutional system.

Kennedy, 51, will be sworn into office Feb. 18, becoming the 104th justice in the history of the nation's highest court.

He is expected to play a pivotal role on the sharply divided court, particularly on such issues as abortion, affirmative action and separation of church and state.

His confirmation, after a pro forma one hour debate, was in marked contrast to the stormy fight touched off by the nomination last July of Robert Bork. Bork, Reagan's first choice to fill the vacancy created by Powell's June 25 retirement, was denounced as a rigid right-wing ideologue who threatened individual freedom and civil rights progress. The Senate rejected him by 58-42 on Oct. 23.

Kennedy was entailed Wednesday by Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., as a man of "integrity, intelligence, courage and a sense of responsibility" embrac ing "a judicial philosophy that places him within the mainstream of constitutional interpretation."

The liberal senator, who is not related to the nominee, was pinch hitting for Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., in leading the plaid Senate debate.

Biden, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee that recommended Kennedy's confirmation by a 14-0 vote, missed Wednesday's debate because of illness.

Also absent were two presidential candidates, Sens. Albert Gore Jr., D-Tenn., and Paul Simon, D-Ill.

Conservative Sen. Strom Thurmond, R.S.C., called Kennedy "one of the most eminently qualified individuals to be nominated" to the court.

ROTC to undergo periodic ethics review

By PATRICK O'CONNOR

Staff Reporter

A new committee to review the ethical content of all Notre Dame ROTC programs was announced Wednesday by Provost Timothy M. Mooney.

In a press release last Friday, O'Meara was quoted as saying "the University... has a special responsibility to see that its 700 ROTC students formally educated to fulfill a university obligation, which is to be of service to the community."

The formation of the 12 member committee should not be interpreted as implying that the ROTC programs are in any way suspect," said "a Sister John Miriam Jones, chairman of the committee.

Jones, an associate professor who is also director of military affairs at Notre Dame.

According to Jones in the press release, "Because Notre Dame is in a position to contribute uniquely to the integrity and formation of conscience of today's leaders, it is important to examine periodically whether our contribution can be bettered."

Jones also noted that the committee, when it meets, will be little more than a broadening of the existing ethics review committee, which "operates in line with the University's, and that cooperation with ROTC, page 6

Ice follies

Windy and colder today with a 40 percent chance of light snow. High 20 to 25. Low tonight near 5. High tomorrow 10 to 15.
A fatal shooting occurred when a South Bend man answered a knock at his door Wednesday night in an apparent dispute over a debt. South Bend police said Corbin "Carl" Watkins, 21, was killed by a single shot to the chest, said St. Joseph County Deputy Coronor James McMeel. Police said the assailant fired a handgun through the pane of the door when Watkins answered a knock shortly after midnight. Police said they believe the shooting stemmed from an unpaid debt between Watkins and the suspect, whose name was not immediately released. -Associated Press

The stock market came under renewed pressure Wednesday in an afternoon wave of selling that hit blue chips hardest. The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials, down about 40 points at its lowest levels of the day, closed with a 3.35 loss at 1,924.57. Declining issues outnumbered advancing by nearly 3 to 1 in the New York Stock Exchange, with 646 up, 942 down and 393 unchanged. Big Board volume totaled 237.27 million shares, against 164.92 million in the previous session. -Associated Press

Nancy, on the other hand, was almost perfect. When I was a freshman, I needed a tutor to pass calculus. I've ice skated since I was nine, and, let alone skate with a world champion. And, when I was a sophomore, I gave up my sleuthing. I always believed that I'd somehow evolve into a Nancy Drew as I grew older. I thought that by the time I was 18 like Nancy, I'd be just as perfect as she was. But I'm 21 now and still far from perfect. When I was a freshman, I needed a tutor to pass calculus. I've ice skated since I was nine, but I still can't do even the most basic jump, let alone skate with a world champion. And, like the Nancy I should have been, I cried. My family and I argue about whose turn it is to throw the trash to the curb or wash the dishes. My mother yells when I miss supper or come home "too late" at night. One of my best friends and I weren't speaking in working on the Great Escape, a marathon dance-comic for Cystic Fibrosis, will be tonight at 7 in the Dooley Room of LaFortune Student Center. -The Observer

The Urban Plunge, a program that enables NSMSC students to come face-to-face with the poor, will be featured tonight on Campus Perspectives on WVFI AM 640 from 6 to 7 p.m., with Urban Plunge coordinator Dan Keusal and Plungers Bob Kuehn, Rachel Jarosh and Dianna Wroblewski. Call in at 239-7216 or 239-5044. -The Observer

The Anti-Apartheid Network, in a continuation of its series of films on the South African apartheid system, will present the first of its series of films on the South African apartheid system, at noon in Room 112 of the Law School. -The Observer

Carol Stuart will give a presentation and discussion of "The Disappeared in Central America" today at 12:30 p.m. in 131 Decio Faculty Hall. -The Observer

The Alcohol and Drug Education cordially invites the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's communities to its dedication reception at 4:30 p.m. Friday in 216 LaFortune Student Center. For information contact David Danison at 239-7900. -The Observer

Basketball referees are needed at the Logan Center Friday from 6 to 8 p.m., Saturday and Sunday from noon to 3:30 p.m., and again on Monday from 4:45 to 6:45 p.m. Call Jen at 283-2006 or Sue at 289-4831 for information. -The Observer

The Observer is a member of The Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
A s students descend the stairway just inside the Juniper Room entrance to the Hesburgh Library, they may feel somewhat lost as there are no visible signs of activity. Yet, once they open the door leading to the southeast corner of the basement, they discover a focal point of activity and opportunity.

A quick look around will reveal an open air reception area, a 450-square-foot room containing shelves of books and literature, offices for fifteen people, a comfortable waiting room, 25 interviewing rooms and a small conference area designed for workshops and meetings. What attracts thousands of students every year to this remote corner of the library? William Rice states, "We must take the current when it serves, or lose our ventures." This is another way of encouraging one to take advantage of opportunities when they present themselves. The south­east corner of the library basement is the home of Career and Placement Services. Students have come to realize the opportunities available there and are taking advantage of them.

Jennifer Garlitz, a senior majoring in mechanical engineering, states, "I met with a professional staff member in Career and Placement Services at the end of my junior year to discuss my career options. The people in Career and Placement Services always friendly and helpful. I'm really excited about my job and owe a great deal to the individual attention I received from the placement office." Jennifer's situation is an example of one primary service available to students through Career and Placement Services - individual counseling relating to self-assessment, decision-making, interviewing, resumes, cover letters, and general career search strategies.

Know your strengths, skills, interests, and areas of expertise, advises Kitty Arnold, director of Career and Placement Services. "Making good decisions on the basis of your strengths requires some effort on your part," she says. "But it's essential if you are to make smart career decisions." The key to successful career planning, according to Jeff Rice, an assistant director of Career and Placement Services, is to cash in on your enthusiasm early in your college career. He recommends "looking at your transition from the campus to the business world as a challenge requiring enthusiastic preparation. The sophomore year is not too early to begin spending time and energy in preparing for an exciting and rewarding career."

There are many ways to begin your career planning through Career and Placement Services. The career resources library contains a wealth of information for students in different stages of their career development. Reference guides and books on life planning, self-assessment, career decision-making, resume writing, and interviewing skills are contained in the library. Pamphlets on specific careers and literature from over 500 employers are available.

In addition to the library, students are encouraged to attend workshops and presentations held throughout the year on such topics as resume writing, interviewing, mail campaigns, opportunities in small business, graduate school information, and summer internships.

Also, there's DISCOVER, a computer-assisted career information and guidance system. The use of DISCOVER allows students to conduct a self-inventory as well as an in-depth exploration of specific occupations. Perhaps it's in the individual attention given to students where Career and Placement Services has earned a reputation for helpful service and proven results. Whether it's meeting with underclass students to discuss personal career goals, assisting graduating students with interview preparation through videotaped mock interviews, or advising an alumna concerned with career mobility, office staff's mission is to meet individual concerns.

Amy Weisz, a 1987 graduate in psychology, is currently employed as a brand assistant with the Procter and Gamble Company in Cincinnati, Ohio. Reflecting on her experiences with the Career and Placement Services office, she states, "The entire staff was a big help in planning my strategy from the resume to the acceptance of an offer. The people in Career and Placement Services were always friendly and helpful. I'm really excited about my job and owe a great deal to the individual attention I received from the placement office." No matter what career path you pursue, the intense competition you will encounter in the job market mandates that you prepare for your career as thoroughly as possible. Career and Placement Services stands ready to help.

Heed Shakespeare's advice. When opportunity knocks, open the door. Heed Shakespeare's advice. When opportunity knocks, open the door.
**Why the profile form?**

Corporate representatives review the profiles prior to their on-campus recruiting date to gain a general overview of the students in majors appropriate for their needs. "By looking at a student's career objective, grades, work experience, leadership positions, and references," states Jeff Yingling, Associate Investment Banking with TRW, the Morgan Bank, and Exxon Services, "so that employers can scan it and locate key information in your academic discipline," adds Paul Reynolds, associate director of Career and Placement Services, "so that employers can scan it and locate key information in your academic discipline." Reynolds concludes, "you give a competitive advantage over your peers."

Before filling out the profile, students must assess themselves and analyze the industries and functional areas in which they are interested. Only by doing this will they be able to formulate a career goal targeted to their future aspirations. Preparation is the key.

Filling out the profile at the end of last year, seniors Paul Bremusse, a senior majoring in finance, "required me to do a lot of thinking about myself -- my strengths and weaknesses, my likes and dislikes. As a result, my job search efforts have been better focused."

Kevin Fitzpatrick, a mechanical engineering senior, continues, "in the fall semester alone, I received four or five letters from companies which expressed an interest in my background. Waiting until my senior year to complete the profile would have been a big mistake."

Shortly after spring break, a number of workshops will be sponsored by Career and Placement Services so that juniors can learn about effective ways to market themselves on the profile. Attending one of these sessions and then spending time to carefully fill out the form can be a major contributing factor to conducting a successful job campaign.

**A Preview For Juniors**

Your final year at Notre Dame will be filled with many significant experiences. It will also be a year when you'll make important decisions concerning your future. The Career and Placement Services office encourages full involvement on your part in facing these decisions. The events listed below, sponsored by Career and Placement Services, should be considered in your planning. When you return to late August, visit Career and Placement Services to obtain full details on these events.

---

### Summer internships: Valuable experiences

One of the major goals of composing a resume or undertaking a job interview is to market yourself, your qualifications, and your achievements. Employers are interested in learning about your background -- college activities, leadership positions, grades, skills, and work experience.

Highlighting the important aspects of a summer internship is an excellent way for seniors to show employers that they have successfully applied their knowledge to a practical work situation.

Steve Walter, controller of the procurement division of General Mills, asserts, "When interviewing seniors on campus, we take a careful look at their career-related experiences. I've found that many of the students who have worked in a corporate setting gain a certain maturity we are looking for in a candidate."

"When we see a summer intern on a resume," states Philip Delaney, vice president, commercial banking with The Northern Trust Company in Chicago, "we look at it as a bonus -- an added feature that tends to round out a student's background. Gaining a sense of what goes on in the business environment, both professionally and socially, gives students confidence as they begin interviewing in their senior year."

Summer internships are difficult to obtain. Before doing anything else, students must determine the types of positions in which they are interested. In this way, they will be able to target companies in one or two industries.

Stop by the Career and Placement Services office for a preview.
Small business is big business

A n often overlooked source of employment for recent graduates is the small business sector. Frequently, it is only the largest corporations which recruit candidates from the campus. However, large companies are the focus of a great deal of attention among graduating students, according to Dell Lucas, career counselor in the Career and Placement Services office. "Students see very little of the small business sector. However, they should be aware that small business dominates the American economy. Ninety-five percent of the 14 million companies in the U.S. are small, employing fewer than 100 workers," Lucas reports.

According to a publication of the Small Business and Private Enterprise Committee of the College of Business Administration, Advisory Council at Notre Dame, between 1982 and 1984 six million new jobs were created, but positions for 4.5 million Fortune 500 companies declined by 1.5 million. Making up the deficit in employment was the small business sector, a trend which is certain to continue. An article in the May 27, 1985 issue of Business Week indicated that of the two million new workers employers planned to hire that year, 81.6 percent were to be hired by companies with fewer than 200 employees.

Aside from the increasing numbers of positions available, why are some people attracted to jobs in small businesses? "You won't generally find formal training programs, specialization in one functional area, or a structured set of work responsibilities in a small business," Lucas adds. "The Midwest College Placement Association looked into small businesses and found that those employers attractive: opportunity for growth, broader functional responsibilities, greater level of comfort for the individual, because of familiarity, often greater earnings potential, immediate visibility, and the opportunity to acquire knowledge of all aspects of the business.

There are, of course, some drawbacks to working for a small company, added Kitty Arnold, director of Career and Placement Services. "In smaller organizations, you often find limited support services such as secretarial or data processing assistance. Starting salaries and benefits packages may not be as attractive as those offered by larger corporations. Also, small businesses may not be as secure in their economic health as a larger, more well-established organization.

Another reason for the reluctance of some students to seek employment with small businesses is that information about their job openings is not readily available, according to Marilyn Bury, an assistant director of Career and Placement Services. "Small businesses publicize their job openings, publish annual reports or recruiting literature, or come to campus to interview students. That makes it much more difficult for students to conduct a job search."

To help students investigate jobs with small businesses, the Career and Placement Services office is conducting a workshop on March 24 open to any interested student. "We plan to offer practical suggestions on how to identify potential firms and how to develop effective job search strategies for this type of employer," according to Bury. She also noted that the publications on small business prepared by the Midwest College Placement Association and the College of Business Administration Advisory Council are available as handouts in the Career and Placement Services office for any interested student.

Management consulting

Management consulting

D o you occasionally consider yourself a round peg searching for opportunities in a job market known for square holes? Many who fit into such a category will turn to career possibilities in the nonprofit sector.

Perhaps the nonprofit sector can best be defined by its characteristics. Terry W. McAdam, in his book Careers in the Nonprofit Sector, identifies several characteristics of the sector:

• The main purpose of the nonprofit organization's existence is to carry out good work or to advocate, pursue, or advance a cause.
• The heart of the sector is voluntary in nature (voluntary action leaves virtue - caring for others).
• There is great diversity and variety in the sector.
• The sector is labor intensive - its people and their services are the output rather than manufactured goods.

Depending on your viewpoint, these characteristics may prove to be very positive for those people directly involved in the nonprofit sector to be personally rewarding, while affording challenges to gain professional satisfaction.

There are many nonprofit organizations. A representative listing might include such headings as abortion, adoption, adult education, employment, personal services, drug abuse prevention, legal assistance, mental health, services for the elderly, civic and social services, and youth organizations.

Job opportunities in the nonprofit sector closely parallel strategies utilized in any other job search endeavor. Careful attention must be given to the preparation of your resume with a cover letter tailored for each targeted organization.

"Many people find direct involvement in the nonprofit sector to be personally rewarding."

Finally, before making your decision, research each targeted nonprofit organization individually. Learn something of its history, board and philosophy. For, a nonprofit is a family, and finding a good fit is important in any career search.

To identify names, titles, and organizations for your target list, the Career and Placement Services library is a good place to research nonprofit careers. Kitty Arnold, director, Career and Placement Services, recommends the library's alternative career section. According to Arnold, directories and informational publications which are intended to help nonprofit organizations may be located in the alternative career section.

Could this sector - the nonprofit sector - be for you?

What's That Salary Really Worth?

To compare salary offers from one city to another, you need to know the cost of living in each. With 100 as the average cost of living index, notice the dramatic differences among major cities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Cost of Living Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>110.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>106.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>108.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>103.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>120.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>115.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>110.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association

Non-profit careers can be profitable

Management consulting -- Big Eight style

Management consulting -- Big Eight style

Coopers and Lybrand, a Big Eight public accounting firm, has a very large consulting practice. Its Management Consulting Service (MCS) division is divided into functional categories. They are the Information Services, Productivity, and Business Planning Departments. The MCS division serves businesses of three major types:

• Manufacturing, health care, and banking organizations.
• Non-profit businesses.
• State and local government.

Management consulting is a demanding profession but it offers continual challenge and excitement.

Management consulting is a demanding profession but it offers continual challenge and excitement.

Management consultants are involved in strategic systems planning, requirements definition, and the design and implementation of information systems. According to Jim Estes, Chicago Partner-in-Charge of Information Services, "Managers at Coopers and Lybrand, "Information Services consulting draws on the technical and strong logic skills for our people. The greatest reward is recognition by the client that we brought about the most effective solution."

At Coopers and Lybrand and most other Big 8 firms, recent college graduates are hired at the assistant level. Assistant directors of Career and Placement Services for any interested student.

In assuming these responsibilities, an associate consultant gains expertise in a wide variety of industries including manufacturing, distribution, health care and finance, and he or she has the opportunity to work with experienced people from many areas of business.

When hiring associate consultants, employers are searching for well-rounded individuals, according to Wendy C. Corder, Director of Information Services with Coopers and Lybrand. "In evaluating candidates we look for depth in business and technical courses as well as data needs, preparing and maintaining legitimate working papers, and assisting engagement managers in preparing for sales meetings and client proposals."

In assuming these responsibilities, an associate consultant gains expertise in a wide variety of industries including manufacturing, distribution, health care, and finance, and he or she has the opportunity to work with experienced people from many areas of business.

When hiring associate consultants, employers are searching for well-rounded individuals, according to Wendy C. Corder, Director of Information Services with Coopers and Lybrand. "In evaluating candidates we look for depth in business and technical courses as well as data needs, preparing and maintaining legitimate working papers, and assisting engagement managers in preparing for sales meetings and client proposals."

Coopers and Lybrand noted that management consulting is a demanding profession but it offers continual challenge and excitement.

Contributing to this article were Wendy Cain, Colleen Conway, and Roger Wilson, all with Coopers and Lybrand.
What employers are looking for

What is involved in applying to graduate school?

First impressions: Your cover letter

One of your more important personal statements is the career letter. It is a crucial component of your qualifications. The career letter will introduce your skills, experience, and your ability to work effectively with others. The career letter will also be used to determine your overall professional reputation.

Jeff Rice, an assistant director of Career and Placement Services, emphasizes that the career letter is a great tool for promoting your qualifications. Jeff Rice also stresses the importance of matching position requirements (stated and implied) with your qualifications.

For the sake of efficiency, you may want to develop a standard form for your cover letter. Thus, with minor revisions you can produce a customized letter to target a specific position you plan to pursue. Dwight Sawyer, vice president of the group leader for a class project.

Georgene Gourley, human resource manager for The Northern Trust Company, summarizes these points well. "Beyond a solid background in the traditional evaluative areas of academic performance and extracurricular activities, there are several subjective characteristics upon which we base our decision to consider someone for hire. These include leadership, initiative, motivation, initiative, adaptability, and creativity. Because these are subjective areas it's important that you explain your views on how and when these qualities were developed. Anyone can make graphs about their qualifications, but the student who supports his or her claims with real-life experiences is the one we look beyond the employer. Know yourself and sell it to the employer."

Along with identifying your skills, you must formulate career goals. Think about your future and how you want to apply your skills. Research various employment opportunities, and develop the skills you need to best apply your abilities. You must use this information to develop your career plan. In addition, you must develop your skills and goals. Be succinct and confident. According to Howard Figler, "The Complete Job Search Handbook," "Your ability to communicate your worth is a function of your ability to recognize the value in your own experience and use it to your own benefit. Can it be translated into career capabilities? You've worked hard for your degree. Marketing yourself well is the final step toward a rewarding career.

When asking the question, "Can I help you with your career?" employers are most concerned with your ability to communicate your skills, goals, and qualifications. Be succinct and confident. According to Howard Figler, "The Complete Job Search Handbook," "Your ability to communicate your worth is a function of your ability to recognize the value in your own experience and use it to your own benefit. Can it be translated into career capabilities? You've worked hard for your degree. Marketing yourself well is the final step toward a rewarding career.

The Peterson's Guide to Graduate and Professional Programs is a good place to begin your search. It is divided into graduate programs by field of study and provides basic information such as tuition, admissions requirements, and degrees awarded. Begin with a selection of approximately 10 schools and narrow your selection after further research. The Hesburgh Library contains college catalogs on microfiche. Determine which programs are most appealing and write down your qualifications. You've worked hard for your degree. Marketing yourself well is the final step toward a rewarding career.

Most graduate schools require that you take the Graduate Record Exam (GRE). This is a standardized aptitude test administered nationwide and used for admissions purposes. There are several opportunities to take the exam, but you must register approximately a month in advance. Timing is very important as exam scores accompany the application. It is important to take the test early, because if you are dissatisfied with your scores, you can retake the test. The GRE Information Bulletin contains registration material, a schedule of exams, and testing locations. A copy of the bulletin can be obtained from Assistant Dean Robert Waddick, College of Arts and Letters, or Dr. Peter Grande, Graduate School of Arts. You may also write to:

Graduate Record Examination Educational Testing Service
333 Market St.
Princeton, NJ 08541-6000

Similar to most comprehensive aptitude tests, the GRE can be difficult. Many students have found that test preparation is quite helpful. Several books have been published to help prepare for the exam and can be found in most bookstores. Complete application materials are required. You may be required to submit a writing sample. Keep in mind that several graduate schools require reviewing your material. The committee will consider many points: undergraduate grade point average, GRE scores, coursework, application materials, and, in some cases, professional work experience.

Sometimes a personal interview is required in the decision making process. If an interview is not required, request to meet with a member of the faculty. You'll get a feel for the program and, at the same time, show a strong interest in that institution, suggests Marilyn Bury, an assistant director of Career and Placement Services. Fellowships, assistantships, scholarships, grants, and loans are various forms of financial aid to graduate students. Teaching, research fellowships and assistantships are also valuable professional experiences as well as providing financial support for your education. Information about financial aid is generally found in the application material from each institution.

The logistics of applying to graduate school can be extensive. Your careful research and planning will allow you to make a wise choice. But most importantly, choose a program which will lead to a fulfilling and exciting educational experience. Dr. Robert E. Gordon, Vice President for Advanced Studies at Notre Dame, shares his thoughts: "Graduate education seeks to prepare students as lifelong scholars in a specific discipline regardless of their ultimate career path in life; this preparation for the practice of scholarship is the brightest form of academic activity and it adds zest, beauty, and the love of knowledge to one's life."

SECOND SEMESTER PROGRAMS

Wednesday, February 4 at 6:30 p.m.
MAIL CAMPAIGNS
124 Hayes-Hallock

February 8 at 4:00 p.m.
RESUME WRITING
Hesburgh Library Lounge

February 11 at 4:00 p.m.
RESUME WRITING
Hesburgh Library Lounge

February 23 at 4:00 p.m.
SECOND INTERVIEWS
119 O'Shaughnessy

February 24 at 6:30 p.m.
SECOND INTERVIEWS
119 O'Shaughnessy

March 2 at 12:30-4:00 p.m.
GOVERNMENT CAREER DAY CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
OBUD in charge of voting

By BRADLEY GALKO
News Staff

Enforcing the rules established by the Student Senate will be the principle task of student government elections, according to Jim Grace, OBUD official.

OBUD will be overseeing the elections to make sure "no rules are broken," said Grace. This will be accomplished, he explained, by the Judiciary Council of each dorm overseeing the election activities of the candidates.

"We make sure the J-council (of each dorm) follows the rules," explained Grace, "and in turn, (that) the students follow the rules."

Grace said OBUD's running of student elections has become a matter of tradition and student Government President Patrick Cooke confirmed, "OBUD has always run the elections."

Cooke explained that OBUD "is an autonomous organization with no vested interests in the elections." He said its impartial, apolitical nature makes it "ideally the best organization to coordinate the elections."

OBUD has overseen the student government elections for the past several years, with the exception of last year. According to Cooke, the Student Senate oversaw an OBUD decision involving a deadlines violation during the elections in 1986. In response, he said, OBUD resigned from the overseeing of the elections last year.

This year the new OBUD management has agreed to resume the responsibility with the implicit understanding "to always remember, we (OBUD) are answerable to the Student Senate," said Grace.

Cooke pointed out that it is clearly stated in the election bylaws that any decision made by OBUD can be overturned by the senate, but he added that it is "very rare" that the senate overturns an OBUD decision.

In addition to overseeing the elections, OBUD gathers and disseminates information for student government, said Grace. It also lobbies for student interests in affairs with the administration, student government and other large campus organizations, added Cooke.

Court overrules 'Baby M' verdict

University Food Services needs student assistance

For Junior Parents Weekend
February 19, 20, & 21, 1988

300 Energetic Students Needed for this Traditional Event.

Notre Dame Students - Saint Mary's Students
Holy Cross Students - IUSB Students
Sign up at South Dining Hall Lower Level or Call 239-7814

Waiters, Waitresses, Laborers, Expediters are all needed!
THE NCR $300,000 STAKEHOLDER ESSAY COMPETITION FOR STUDENTS

THE MISSION

TO CREATE VALUE

At NCR, we've found that in order to create value, we must first satisfy the legitimate expectations of every person with a stake in our company. We call these people our stakeholders, and we attempt to satisfy their expectations by promoting partnerships in which everyone is a winner.

- We believe in building mutually beneficial and enduring relationships with all of our stakeholders, based on conducting business activities with integrity and respect.
- We take customer satisfaction personally: we are committed to providing superior value in our products and services on a continuing basis.
- We respect the individuality of each employee and foster an environment in which employees' creativity and productivity are encouraged, recognized, valued and rewarded.
- We think of our suppliers as partners who share our goal of achieving the highest quality standards and the most consistent level of service.
- We are committed to being caring and supportive corporate citizens within the worldwide communities in which we operate.
- We are dedicated to creating value for our shareholders and financial communities by performing in a manner that will enhance the return on their investments.

THE CHALLENGE

TO WIN

We're so committed to our mission that we're encouraging the next generation of leaders to re-examine America's business values. We're doing this by holding the NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition which all full-time undergraduate and graduate college or university students may enter. Entries should explore the topic: "Creating Value for All Stakeholders in Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit Organizations."

The student chosen as the first place winner will be awarded $50,000 cash. The second place winner will receive $15,000 cash and the entrant's school will receive $35,000 in equipment. One hundred $1,000 awards of merit will be given to chosen participants. In addition, selected award-winning entrants will be invited to attend the first NCR International Symposium on Stakeholders to be held June 9 & 10, 1988, in Dayton, Ohio.

THE RULES

1) The NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition is open to any full-time undergraduate or graduate student attending an accredited college or university in the United States or its territories.
2) Entries must be original, unpublished work on the topic: "Creating Value for All Stakeholders in Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit Organizations." Essays must not exceed 3,000 words. Areas of discussion may include, but are not limited to: Ethics, Corporate Governance, Strategic Management, Social Responsibility, or Managing Change as these topics relate to managing for stakeholders.
3) Entries must be typed, double-spaced on 8 1/2" x 11" bond paper, one side only. A separate cover sheet should list the entrant's name, school, home address and title of the essay. Subsequent pages should be numbered sequentially and include the essay title in the upper right margin. Winners will be required to produce proof of current full-time college or university enrollment.
4) All entries must be postmarked by March 31, 1988, and received by April 15, 1988 to be eligible for consideration. Submit entries to: NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition, NCR Corporation, Stakeholder Relations Division, Dayton, Ohio 45479. NCR is not responsible for, and will not consider, late, lost or misdirected entries.
5) In the event any prize winner is a minor, the cash award will be made to his/her parent or guardian.
6) Awards to individuals will be reported as income on IRS Form 1099. All taxes are the responsibility of the recipient.
7) Award winners will be required to sign publicity releases and affidavits of eligibility and compliance with all rules governing the competition. Failure to return executed affidavits and releases within 15 days of receipt will cause the award to be null and void.
8) All entries become the property of NCR and will not be returned.
9) By participating in this competition entrants agree to these rules and the decisions of the judges which shall be final in all respects, and further agree to the use of their names, likenesses and entries for NCR advertising and publicity purposes without any further compensation.

State and territorial judges will consist of panels that include NCR stakeholders. Final selections will be made from state and territory winners by a national panel of judges.

If clarification is necessary, call (513) 445-1667, 8 am - 5 pm EST.

Award winners will be notified on or about May 16, 1988. To obtain a list of finalists, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition
NCR Corporation
Stakeholder Relations Division
1700 South Patterson Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45479

NCR's Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders
Simon, Dole pan nomination rivals

Associated Press

Democrat Paul Simon criticized Richard Gephardt’s high-profile opposition to Contra aid yesterday and said “I haven’t waited until the eve of the Iowa caucus to speak calls on the vote in the Capitol. We were invited to watch Gephardt make last minute telephone deliveries the Democratic against Contra aid, including those took issue with Gephardt’s flies to Washington to cast opposition to Reagan should have sent down on President Reagan’s Simon, Dole pan...
Cow to decide winner of $1,000 in small town fundraiser

Associated Press

CHARLESTOWN, Ind. - Parents of the Charlestown Little League have bullied on fund raisers. They just hope the latest one doesn’t plop like the candy sales.

The parents are selling sections of their baseball diamond for $2 per square foot. After all patches are sold, the land will be sectioned off with rope.

Enter one cow.

"Wherever the cow decides to do his business on the section belonging to whoever owns the square, will win $1,000," said Veronica Russell, one of the organizers.

She says she is "one crazy parent" for being involved in such an outrageous event. Ticket sales will last about three months. There are 8,100 square feet of patches to be sold.

Russell said the Diamond Drop idea surfaced because candy sales in the past weren’t successful in raising funds to defray Little League expenses. One parent suggested an event used in another community where sections of a football field were sold to raise money for band uniforms.

I’m not sure we’ll sell the whole field, but whatever we raise will go toward uniforms," said Russell. "Anything over that, we plan to put toward a new concession stand."

Tickets are on sale now through April 30.

---

Contra

continued from page 1

Central America will not go away," said House Republican Leader Robert Michel of Illinois.

"If you vote this package down, you’d better be prepared to bear the consequences," Michel said. "And who among you is smart enough to predict the path on which (Nicaraguan President) Daniel Ortega will take you?"

Current aid to the rebels expires Feb. 29, and Democrats pledged to hold another vote before the month is out on an alternative package of purely humanitarian aid to the rebels, and follow that up with a new emphasis on economic development aid for countries in the region which abide by terms of a five-nation peace accord.

"We recognize that we cannot morally walk away and leave them abandoned in the jungle," said Rep. David Obey, D-Wis.

While the House action killed the proposal, there was still a chance that the Senate could hold a symbolic debate and vote on the measure on Thursday.

The most controversial part of the defeated package was $3.6 million earmarked for weapons and ammunition, which Reagan had said he would withhold until March 31 to see how cease-fire talks go between the rebels and the Managua government.

Those talks are scheduled to resume Feb. 10.

"It doesn’t give me any real pleasure to be in the position of opposing the president of the United States in a matter of foreign policy," said House Speaker Jim Wright, D-Texas. "We feel that the president is mistaken in this instance."

The bulk of the aid package was intended to buy "non-lethal" supplies to keep the rebels alive as a military force inside Nicaragua. That included food and uniforms as well as communications gear and leased aircraft to deliver the material.

The United States has funneled more than $200 million to the rebels since their guerrilla war began in 1981. Stockpiled weapons and other supplies continue to be airdropped to the Contras by the CIA, operating from Honduran bases.

Opponents of the aid argue that U.S. sponsorship of the rebels has given the Sandinistas an excuse to suppress political dissent and avoid fulfilling the democratic promises made in their 1979 constitution.

ROTC

continued from page 1

Call us!

Notre Dame

277-2151

1555 South Bend Ave.

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Expires: 2-29-88

Fast, Free Delivery

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Expires: 2-29-88

$1.00 Off!

$1.00 off any 12" pizza. One coupon per order. Not valid with any other offer.

Expires: 2-29-88

Think Thick

$5.00

Only $5.00 for a 12" pizza with thick crust, extra cheese and pepperoni. Good on Thursday. One coupon per order. Not valid with any other offer.

Expires: 2-29-88

Call us!

Notre Dame

277-2151

1555 South Bend Ave.

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Expires: 2-29-88

Fast, Free Delivery

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Expires: 2-29-88

$2.00 Off!

$2.00 off any 16" pizza. One coupon per order. Not valid with any other offer.

Expires: 2-29-88

Fast, Free Delivery
I have a confession to make before this weekend. I haven't gone to many basketball games in my four years. In fact, basketball doesn't excite me.

You see, I'm a hockey fanatic. I'm one who has missed a bare handful of games while at Notre Dame. I ask the ticket manager for seats "closer to the ice, the better." A good check and a flashy goal is better than a slam dunk.

Just go and bury me in my Chicago Blackhawks jersey at center ice when I die.

Eric Bergamo

twenty seconds into the future

And this year, with the Irish bearing along with a 19-2-2 record and a 10-game winning streak, the rink under the north dome of the Joyce ACC has just been packed.

But first, a little past history. There used to be a time in the past when Notre Dame hockey played against "the big boys," schools like Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota and produced players who went onto the pros such as Philadelphia Flyers (and former Irish captain) Dave Poulin.

The same past glory.

The athletic department demoted hockey to club status for the 1983-84 season. (This is an unfortunate sin.) The program returned to varsity status, without scholarships, the following season, but the damage had been done.

As the hockey team struggled through three lullaxter seasons, most of the students, save a few diehards like myself, stayed away.

Not anymore. The Irish have a new coach in Rick Shiaber, a former Irish player who started the program at Alaska-Fairbanks and made it successful, who has brought back crisp playing.

The team will give 10 scholarships over the next four years and teams like Boston College, RPI and Ferris State dot next year's schedule.

And the Irish players have responded to the new emphasis with great play and a fistful of victories.

Coach Shiaber has also made going to the games entertaining when there isn't action on the ice. There's the Bertie's and Bornsby's puck shoot-out, The Whip, mini-mites on ice, siren whistles and Larry the Zamboni driver.

Add all this together, and the students, who have this slight problem of sitting on their behinds and not making some NOICE, have finally started to return to Notre Dame hockey. In the hockey press program, Shiaber said fan support would help the Irish step back to prominence in college hockey.

This weekend is the biggest series in quite some time for the Irish. Air Force is rated ahead of Notre Dame in the independent poll. If the Irish want to keep hoping for a possible NCAA bid, they're going to have to sweep the series.

The hockey team needs the students' support, there is no question.

I want to see students jammed into the stands (admission is free with your ID), hint, hint, and screaming if lungs out from players who have skated the way to a fantastic record. Let's rock the rink and give the Air Force a welcome they won't forget, instead of sitting like bumps on a log (like at the Maryland game).

A word of caution, though, please keep the rapping clean. The people from South Bend bring their kids, and it wouldn't look good if our cheering sounded like an Eddie Murphy sound byte.

We can still be a rowdy zoo, but a clean one.

Let's break the 2,000 attendance mark for each game, get crazy and enjoy some hockey. I'm sure Coach Shiaber and the team will appreciate the support.

Eric Bergamo is a senior government major and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

P. O. Box Q

Minorities should develop access

Dear Editor:

When the Observer asked me to write an article on the state of minorities, I experienced shock. I was shocked to hear four hundred million-plus Africans worldwide, typified as a minority. As I continued to listen to this invitation, I realized the perspective I was being asked to write from was one of an African-American matriculated at the University of Notre Dame.

I thought it pretentious if not disrespectful to attempt speaking on behalf of the other "minorities." I, a student from the campus, the Chinese, Japanese, Arab, Native American, or even the Mexican communities for example. Why? My participation in their historical and cultural experiences is limited to history courses and scant acquaintances. However, being both African and diasporic, I am obligated to speak from an African perspective. A relative yet muddled one indeed.

As diasporic Africans we must accept our disproportion within an institution respected for its religious orientation, i.e., its basis in the Catholic world view: for with acceptance comes respect.

More importantly, we must understand this basis if we are to find our disproportionate reality in it, for understanding precedes acceptance. What could the University do to make us better here at Notre Dame?

Perhaps the better question is how we can make the University better for us? We should develop that which is accessible to us.

We have access to the BCAC, NFC, business, environmental, and other clubs created for our use. Despite their poverty, Africans can develop community upon their fertile foundations. Additionally, we now have access to more faculty and excellent stuff.

Professors Ronald Dorris and Erskine Peters, Minority Student Affairs Director Kenneth Durgans and Dr. Rosemary Phelps at the University Counseling Center - that the developing African student can tap. There is no reason for the minority seeking to "know thy self" not to crowd these organizations with attendance and inundate these scholars with conversation.

Since the University itself makes its libraries, its scholarship and its community accessible to us, we should take full advantage of them.

What could the University do to make our stay here more pleasant? Quite simply, maintain our access. And, how could you make the University better for us? Pursue all access lines to our African self, develop and focus them upon our unique obligations in the spirit of transcendent love...while here...under the Dome.

All praise and honor are due to God!

Carl Collins

Sorin Hall

February 3, 1988

New Viewpoint promotions

The Viewpoint department would like to announce the following promotions:

Brian Conway has been promoted to associate editor. Conway, a freshman from River Forest, Ill., joins sophomores Matt Slaughter and Chris Donnelly in this capacity.

John Hasi, a sophomore from Palatine, Ill., Pat Zande, a freshman from Worthington, Ohio, and Tony Lang, a senior from Worthington, Ohio, have been hired as copy editors. These three join seniors Julie Collinge and Brad Schneedorfer on the copy editing staff.

Quote of the Day

"Tomorrow's illiterate will not be the man who can't read, he will be the man who has not learned how to learn."

Herbert Gerjuoy

Viewpoint

Irish hockey team beginning to gel

The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The News is reported as accurately and objectively as possible. Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the majority of the Editorial Board. Commentaries and the inside column present the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the school community, and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.
Education: key to reducing alcohol tragedies

TAMMY ETTE
Assistant writer

This is the fourth in a series of articles on alcohol education at Notre Dame.

Alcohol: the whole story

During the fourth quarter of the Penn State game in 1986, Patrick left to get something to eat. On Edison Road, he hit and killed a South Bend man.

"I never saw him," said Patrick (not his real name), a senior at Notre Dame. "I just stopped... people ran back to the body." Patrick had only started drinking that afternoon and never thought he could be drunk. He was.

Patrick didn't find out until the next morning that the man he had hit had died. Patrick was now facing manslaughter charges and the possibility of serving time in prison.

Patrick feels that if he had been more educated about alcohol he probably would have had doubt, hopefully you won't drive. It makes you look at what you're doing. All the partying that goes on. It is really worth it?

Patrick's story is indeed a tragic one. "Not a day goes by that I still don't think about it," he said. "Notre Dame wants to minimize the tragic stories of its students through education. The Office of Alcohol and Drug Education, which is having its dedication ceremonies tomorrow, will provide this source of education.

"What makes D'Arby so special," said Joe McKenna, "is that he has a first rate singing voice, real songs, and a musical ability that transcends his limitations. D'Arby is a talented individual. Now if he would only shut up and sing.

D'Arby's talent blemished by ego

Kris Murphy
Assistant writer

Patrick is not a big name. He also has a big ego. It's very big ego. By his own account, his debut albumIntroducing the Hardline according to D'Arby is "the best debut album in history" and "better than Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band." The fact that the very same debut album sold a million and a half copies in England in one week surely didn't do much to tame that ego.

D'Arby's comments are unfortunate because he didn't need to hype his own album. It's an excellent record, but D'Arby should have kept his mouth shut and let his singing speak for itself.

The best songs are the three singles that established D'Arby's success in England. "Dance Little Sister" is the best of these. It's a relentless, hard funk tune with scratch guitar, horn section and D'Arby's unique vocals which comprise a combination of James Brown, Smokey Robinson, and himself.

"Surprisingly," said the Rolling Stone when the band was first reviewed, "D'Arby's output is more than just your average Mick Jagger tribute. The third single, "Who's Lovin' You," a Smokey Robinson cover sung with passion, is the kind of song that you can dance to in the right place with regard to influences and that he can put his personal stamp on..." Waring to his elders with a fresh sound.

Other highlights include "The Rolling Stones" and "Never Turn My Back On You," a touching message to people who have suffered the loss of a loved one. "Seventy-or-so songs make up D'Arby's first album..." Waxing lyrical, the review added, "D'Arby is a first rate effort. D'Arby has a first rate work hard, they want to play hard," said SACCO's President Jane Heid. "The University is trying to take a pioneering stance on this." It is "not trying to take away fun, but to promote fun without drinking.

Mike Verbo, MCHC's Chairman of Alcohol Awareness Week, said, "It's a realistic approach. The University is not trying to take away fun, but to promote fun without drinking.

"Dance Little Sister" is the best of these. It's a relentless, hard funk tune with scratch guitar, horn section and D'Arby's unique vocals which comprise a combination of James Brown, Smokey Robinson, and himself.
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Ritter guides ‘Hooperman’ to network success

JOE BUComo
accent writer

H a s t e r is for mo re than molasses in
springtime—more powerful
than a dose of Tylenol—and
able to leap an antfarm in
a single bound. He’s Hooperman.
John Ritter stars as Harry
Hooperman in ABC’s hit
drama, “Hooperman.”
The show’s title seems to indicate
that the series is about a su-
perhero. It isn’t...or is it?
Created by Steven Bochco
(creator of “Till Street Blues”) and
Terry Fisher (creator of “L.A. Law”),
“Hooperman,” which airs Wednesdays at 9
p.m. on ABC, is a crime story
about Harry Hooperman, a San
Francisco detective.
Hooperman’s life becomes
twister when his landlady and
good friend—Is murder. (Holy
honor, Batman, that’s terrible)
showing just how much she
loves Hooperman (and that she
has a sense of humor), the
landlady leaves her apartment
building and beastly little dog,
Bijoux, to him. The trouble
doesn’t stop there.
The run-down apartment
(one time the water turns off
while Hooperman is in the
shower, and he is forced to
rinse his shampoo-covered
head in the toilet) is full of
interesting characters: a sexy
superintendent named Susan
(Debrah Farentino) who is an
aspiring writer and a love inter-
est for Hooperman; a flam-
beguited homosexual who com-
plains that there are no
makeup lights in the powder
room; and an old psychic who
claims she’s losing her powers.
Then there’s Bijoux, who gets
along with Hooperman about
as well as Superman and kryp-
toollie.
Hooperman’s co-workers are
just as unusual. C.J. Stern (her
name says it all) is Hooper-
man’s captain and is portrayed
by Barbara Bowman who starred
in “Till Street” and is Bochco’s
real-life wife. Sydney Walsh
stars as Maureen DeMott, a
female officer who is constantly
trying to seduce Rich Silardi (Joe
Gay), a gay cop. It takes
more than a well-equipped
utility belt to deal patiently
with these guys. Hooperman puts
everything into perspective
when he says he longs for the
days “when cops used to be
cops—no dogs, no nimpsh, no
women.”
The plots of the shows are
sensational. The writers have to
be superhep to pack all they
do into one half-hour
episode...and they do it brill-
antly. In one episode, Hooper-
man must rescue a boy who
intends to kill himself by jump-
ing off a building. For a lack of
anything better to do or say,
Hooperman, carrying a water-
melon, joins the boy out on
the building’s ledge. In the
tradition of comedian Gallag-
her, Hooperman drops the
watermelon and, as it splashes
on the pavement far below,
explains to the boy “That’s you.”
Other episodes deal with
drugs, rapists, and even AIDS.
The comedy element in the
show separates it from all the
rest. Without committing the
crime of using laugh tracks,
“Hooperman” is full of witty
crimes and other humorous
things.
There is a break at the end of
every episode when the
comedy-genealogists of the
show separate it from all the
rest. Without committing the
crime of using laugh tracks,
“Hooperman” is full of witty
crimes and other humorous
things.

Graduates gain new perspective in Chile

RUTH ANN KEYSO
accent writer

F or by one Spirit we were all
baptized into one body—
Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—
and all were made to drink of
one Spirit. For the body does
not consist of one member but
of many.” (1 Corinthians 12:
12-14) This was the prayer
recited by three Notre Dame
students on the last night of
their two-year stay in Chile as Holy
Cross Associates.

JOE BUCOLO
accent writer

For by one Spirit we were all
baptized into one body—
Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—
and all were made to drink of
one Spirit. For the body does
not consist of one member but
of many.” (1 Corinthians 12:
12-14) This was the prayer
recited by three Notre Dame
students on the last night of
their two-year stay in Chile as Holy
Cross Associates.

Bill Jordan, Nancy Brennan,
and Gib Gallas, all 1985
Graduates of Notre Dame,
gave a beautiful and dramatic
presentation of their experi-
ences as associates through
the Holy Cross Associates pro-
gram on Jan. 31, 1988, at
the northern city of El Transito
where he started the “family
garden”, an agricultural project
which attempted to alleviate
some of the malnutrition and
starvation in various parts of
the country. A Chilean
woman was asked what she
harvested most from her gar-
den, she responded,
“Friendship.” Vegetables were
secondary to some who found
that relationships within
the family as well as new relation-
ships with other project mem-
bers were of a deeper and
more lasting value.
Brennan placed the most
stress on the spirituality of the
group. She enjoyed reading the
gospels with the poor at
Illinjas and listening to their
views about the message of the
each gospel. Along with
celebrating the liturgy, Brennan
got up early each morning to
go into town to buy bread with
her neighbors. She learned to
like her neighbors, and
sated that she felt a closeness
with them like one never felt
before. Whereas in the United
States fences inhibit people
from getting to know one an-
other, neighbors in Chile share
their thoughts and feelings with
one another over a cup of tea
or even while making their
beds.
Finally, Gallas spent his two
years in Chile as a teacher,
most often in poor urban
schools. By working in the
schools, he developed two very
special relationships with two
of his students. Cecilia and
Fernando, both of whom are
bright fifteen-year-old athletes,
was strongly anti-American.
Gallas managed to win her
trust, and she eventually be-
came one of his best friends.

We all had different
experiences yet felt
united...
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**Sports Briefs**

**SMC track and field will have a very important meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the lounge of Angell Athletic Facility.** - The Observer

**Anyone interested in becoming a student athletic trainer should contact Jim Russ at the JACC training room in case as possible for information and travel. Students have to maintain discipline and be hard working in the nature.** - The Observer

**The Racquetball Club will mail league schedules next week. League play starts on the Feb. 15. Any questions, call Dave (1425) or Mark (1422).** - The Observer

**Sports Briefs are accepted in writing Sunday through Friday before 3 p.m. on the third floor of LaForte- Tune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication.** - The Observer
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**GREEN BAY, Wis.** (AP) - Linda Feinberg, the athletic

**Pack, U of I name new coaches**

**The Observer**

**Sports Briefs**

**SMC track and field will have a very important meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the lounge of Angell Athletic Facility.** - The Observer

**Anyone interested in becoming a student athletic trainer should contact Jim Russ at the JACC training room in case as possible for information and travel. Students have to maintain discipline and be hard working in the nature.** - The Observer

**The Racquetball Club will mail league schedules next week. League play starts on the Feb. 15. Any questions, call Dave (1425) or Mark (1422).** - The Observer

**Sports Briefs are accepted in writing Sunday through Friday before 3 p.m. on the third floor of LaForte- Tune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication.** - The Observer
Associated Press

NEW YORK—Mike Tyson will defend his undisputed heavyweight title against Michael Spinks in June, Spinks' adviser said Wednesday.

"We've agreed verbally," Butch Lewis said after months of often-bitter negotiations. "We're now having the contract reduced to writing," and a signing is expected early next week.

No site or date has been picked, Lewis said. The bout between the undefeated fighters will be shown on closed-circuit television.

"This is the only fight in boxing," Lewis said. "This is the one everyone wanted to see."

Lewis said the fight was negotiated to gross between $60 million and $70 million and make a net profit of nearly $40 million.

Spinks will fight for a flat sum plus incentives. His guarantee reportedly is in the neighborhood of $12.5 to 13.5 million.

Everything else will go to Tyson, with promoter Don King being paid out of the champion's revenues. Tyson is expected to earn at least $17 million.

"If the thing has a home run and the net is close to $60 million, Tyson can touch $80 million," said Shelly Finkel, who has the closed-circuit and pay-per-view television rights for the bout.

Negotiations with Lewis were conducted by Finkel, who was serving as a go-between for Tyson's co-managers Jimmy Jacobs and Bill Cayton. Milt Trotsky handled negotiations for Spinks' camp.

Cayton said he and Jacobs would not deal with Lewis personally after Lewis walked out of a negotiating session Jan. 23, the day after Tyson knocked out Larry Holmes in Atlantic City, N.J.

"I thought that they were a little off the field," said Finkel McGraw, "but I felt like we gave them wide-open shots."

"It's a lot easier making wide-open shots than it is with somebody guarding you," they were all real tough in the paint," continued McGraw. "so we tried to pack it in a little in the second half, then we gave up the jumper. They had the inside and outside going real well."

The blue-collar work of Bunek and Botham underneath kept the Irish close in the first half, trailing 29-27 with under a minute to play before halftime. But the Lady Vols' shooting changed a slim lead into a comfortable eight-point margin at the half with a short jumper and foul shot by Lisa Webb and a three-point bomb from Stacy Clagett.

Junior forward Lisa Kuhns kept the Irish hopes alive with 4-of-6 shooting from the three-point land, hitting two early in the first half to halve the score at 14 and two in the closing minutes as Notre Dame made a lastaret to rally. Despite the solid Irish shooting, the Lady Vols continued to fill up the hoop with pinpoint accuracy.

"We've got one of the better shooting teams that we've had," said Tennessee head coach Pat Head Summitt. "But our defense is not as strong as it was a year ago. I think our team is concentrating a little more offensively than defensively, and that concerns me a little bit as we get closer to the postseason."
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Manor beats Dillon on disqualification

By TIL SULLIVAN

"We did it as a matter of integrity."

Morrissey Interhall hockey coach Tim O'Brien had that to say about his team's decision to protest its game against Dil­ lon—a protest that Morrissey won and which had serious ef­ fects on the IH standings.

The Big Red and the Maronites squared off Monday night in a game for sole posses­ sion of second place in the Gold Large Dorm Division.

Dillon, however, decided to stack the deck in its favor and utilize a former Dillonite (Dan 'The Hat' Mason) who now resides off-campus a move strictly prohibited in the NVA rules.

The Big Red were caught.

"We received the protest on Tuesday," said NVA hockey commissioner Tim McGee. "We investigated and dis­ qualified Dillon."

Dillon captain Tom Tracy was frustrated with NVA's decision.

"We knew there was a rule against it, but we didn't think it would be a problem. He (Mason) talked to the OC team, and they didn't mind. The most frustrating part of it is that it was no secret. Moron could have talked to us before the game. The game actually was dominated by Dillon. The Big Red at one point had a 5-1 lead before changing goals and times. The score before the disqualification was 5-3 with Dillon's Jim Kilway scoring twice. "Dillon was by far the better team," said O'Brien."

The Morrissey team played Flanner as well in the past and in the final game of the month, the winless Flannerites. Pete Nulty and Roland Spence scored the goals for Morrissey.

In other Gold Division action, Off-Campus remained in the playoff hunt with a 5-0 shutout of the combined St. Ed's-Holy Cross, 2-1 in a heart-stopping Tuesday night game.

manorites squared off Monday night in a game for sole posses­ sion of second place in the Division with a 5-2 decision over Zahn. Manor's offensive coordin­ ator, which may improve the Manorites' defense, which was pitiful at times.

George Perles turned down a lucrative Green Bay offer, one that would have made anyone swoon 20 years ago, and Joe Gibbs thought he'd just keep collecting Super Bowl trophies and awards. No such thing, said Gibbs. Gibbs and Joe Gibbs thought he'd just keep collecting Super Bowl trophies and awards.

So now the team fighting to get back to levels of success it once enjoyed in more-enjoyable days is no longer using players that helped them there. "Lindy Infante took the chance and now inherits a team that appears to have just enough," with young talent dotted the roster. And Infante was Cleveland's offensive coordin­ ator, which may improve Green Bay's offense, which was pitiful at times.

But he's not a legend, he's not a hero. He's not one of the guys that made Green Bay "Fit­ testown, U.S.A."

Maybe it's better that way.

Shots continued from page 16

and was backed up by the perfect 5-of-5 performance of guard Melissa McCray.

"We gave them wide-open shots. It's a lot easier making wide-open shots than it is with some­ body guarding you. They were all real tough in the paint," continued McGraw. "so we tried to pack it in a little in the second half, then we gave up the jumper. They had the inside and outside going real well."

The blue-collar work of Bunek and Botham underneath kept the Irish close in the first half, trailing 29-27 with under a minute to play before halftime. But the Lady Vols' shooting changed a slim lead into a comfortable eight-point margin at the half with a short jumper and foul shot by Lisa Webb and a three-point bomb from Stacy Clagett.

Junior forward Lisa Kuhns kept the Irish hopes alive with 4-of-6 shooting from the three-point land, hitting two early in the first half to halve the score at 14 and two in the closing minutes as Notre Dame made a lastaret to rally. Despite the solid Irish shooting, the Lady Vols continued to fill up the hoop with pinpoint accuracy.

"We've got one of the better shooting teams that we've had," said Tennessee head coach Pat Head Summitt. "But our defense is not as strong as it was a year ago. I think our team is concentrating a little more offensively than defensively, and that concerns me a little bit as we get closer to the postseason."

TRYOUTS FOR BROADWAY REVUE

When? Wed., Feb. 3 & Thurs., Feb. 4 7:30 pm

Where? Room 118 O'Shaughnessy

We need singers & musicians to perform in the first N.D. Broadway Revue.

"Singers should bring one prepared piece (preferably a Broadway number) to tryouts.

"Singers should try to provide their own accompaniment.

For more information, call Tom Howley 283-1368

Sponsored by SUB

CITY-WIDE LIQUORS

3825 N. Grape Rd.

Mish, Ind.

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-10 pm, Fri. & Sat. 9-2:30 pm

272-2274

BEER

Miller 24 bottles $7.99

Busch 24 cans $7.99

Busch 24 bottles $7.99

Budweiser 24 cans $6.99

Budweiser 21 cans $8.57

Melster Brau 24 cans $4.99

QUARTS

Red 12 quarts $10.99

Red Light 12 quarts $10.99

Branch 12 quarts $8.99

Old Style 12 quarts $9.99

LONGNECKS

Returnables

Busch 24 bottles $7.99

Matilda Bay 24 bottles $7.99

McCollumfield伏特加 $7.99

McCollumfield Gin $7.99

Fragile Kahl $7.99

Walker's Canadian Bred 750 ml $9.99

R.M. Schapp's 750 ml $10.99

Jack Daniels 750 ml $8.99

wine

Carlo Rossi 4 liter $4.99

Tozzi Rasp 750 ml $2.50

Tozzi Peach 750 ml $2.50

Matilda Bay 4 pack $2.99

CALL FOR SYR PARTIES

TRY OUR NEW ENTRANCE OFF EDISON RD.

Liquor

QUARTS

Red 12 quarts $10.99

Red Light 12 quarts $10.99

Branch 12 quarts $8.99

Old Style 12 quarts $9.99

LONGNECKS

Returnables

Busch 24 bottles $7.99

Matilda Bay 24 bottles $7.99

McCollumfield伏特加 750 ml $7.99

McCollumfield Gin 750 ml $7.99

Fragile Kahl 750 ml $7.99

Walker's Canadian Bred 750 ml $9.99

R.M. Schapp's 750 ml $10.99

Jack Daniels 750 ml $8.99

WINE

Carlo Rossi 4 liter $4.99

Tozzi Rasp 750 ml $2.50

Tozzi Peach 750 ml $2.50

Matilda Bay 4 pack $2.99

CALL FOR SYR PARTIES

TRY OUR NEW ENTRANCE OFF EDISON RD.

Liquor
There is a SUBstitution for boredom on this campus.

STUDENT UNION BOARD

S.U.B. is seeking fun, dedicated, enthusiastic, and creative people who would like to provide Notre Dame students with beneficial services and wild and crazy social activities. We are now accepting applications for commissioner positions for the 1988-89 school year.

CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT COMMISSION: Did you see Hypnotist Gary Conrad or Larry “Bud” Melman, Rita Rudner, and Emo Phillips in the AT & T Comedy tour? These were sponsored by the Campus Entertainment Commission which also sponsors “We Can Make You Laugh,” Nightclub Nights at Theodore’s, trips to Chicago, and various social events.

SPECIAL EVENTS COMMISSION: What about An Tostal? Who are the people in charge of that? The Special Events Commission sponsors this along with other week-long events such as Welcome Week, Multi-Cultural Fall Festival, and Winterfest.

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT COMMISSION: What did you like about THE ROMANTICS? This concert was brought to you by the Musical Entertainment Commission as were concerts by IPSO FACTO, PIECES OF A DREAM, TRIP SHAKESPEARE, and PAR 3. This commission is also responsible for the NAZZ competition, campus band jams, and lip sync contests.

IDEAS AND ISSUES COMMISSION: This commission sponsors lectures on campus by national speakers such as John Kenneth Galbraith, George Plimpton, and Shirley Chisholm. They are also involved in planning debates and panel discussion.

MOVIE COMMISSION: You can always count on being able to go to see a movie at Cushing Auditorium. The Movie Commission is responsible for the popular new and classic movies shown weekly on campus.

CULTURAL ARTS COMMISSION: Remember the ODCSan Francisco Dance Company and the Alpha-Omega Players’ performance of BAREFOOT IN THE PARK? The Cultural Arts Commission is responsible for these performances as well as the SOPHOMORE LITERARY FESTIVAL, THE COLLEGIATE JAZZ FESTIVAL, A STUDENT PLAYERS’ PRODUCTION, and trips to Chicago and the Morris Civic Auditorium to see theatrical productions.

SERVICES COMMISSION: Are you headed to South Padre or Vail for Spring Break? These trips are brought to you by the Services Commission. They also provide valuable services like STEPAK MALL, the USED BOOK SALE, and refrigerator rentals.

PUBLICITY COMMISSION: Somebody has to make sure everyone knows about all these great events. This commission coordinates all the advertising such as Observer and Scholastic ads, posters, table tents, and other methods to “get the word out” about S.U.B. activities.

BUSINESS AUDITOR: If you’re a business major, this may be the position for you. The Auditor maintains the books and keeps the financial statements for the S.U.B. student-run businesses such as ADWORKS, IRISH GARDENS, and THE CELLAR.

CONTROLLER: You also need to be a business major for this position. The Controller keeps track of all financial matters and monitors spending of all the commissions.

BOARD MANAGER: Be “head-honcho.” Organize and oversee the activities of all commissions.

DEADLINE EXTENDED

Applications for these positions are due Feb. 5 before 5:00 pm at the secretary’s desk on the 2nd floor of LaFortune.
Driving to the basket, Mary Gavin (10) tries to help the Irish hang something worthwhile! Have a good time and spend a dollar for something worthwhile!
Chris Genese and the Notre Dame wrestlers will have their hands full on Saturday, as the Irish go on the road to face national power Nebraska. Notre Dame currently sports a 4-2 dual meet record.

Belles top St. Francis, Siera Heights up next

By HEATHER ATKINSON
Sports Writer

After moving its record up to 500 earlier this week, the Saint Mary's basketball team will try to continue its winning ways tonight against Siera Heights at Angela Athletic Facility. Tipoff is set for 7:00 p.m. The Belles evened their record at 8-8 by defeating St. Francis 53-50. Earlier this week, the Saint Mary's Radke sisters had good selection on our shots, they also pulled down a season-high 40 rebounds. The next game for the Belles will be tonight at Angela Athletic Facility against Siera Heights. Tip-off is at 7 pm.

Nebraska and Michigan figure to be the toughest teams on Notre Dame's schedule. "They'll probably be in the top 10 by the end of the season," said Irish coach Fran McCann. The individual matches of 118-pound sophomore Andy Radenbaugh, 134-pound junior Jerry Durso, 142-pound senior Ron Wisniewski, and 177-pound junior Chris Genese are "must have," according to McCann. Notre Dame's two starting freshmen, 150-pound Todd Layton and 158-pound Mark Gerardi will face the two toughest wrestlers from Nebraska.

"I think if we get big wins out of our freshmen, we'll have a good shot at beating them," says co-captain Chris Genesse. Sophomore Dave Smith will wrestle at 124 pounds, while Todd Tomazic, coming off a fourth-place finish in Cleveland, will wrestle at 187. George Logan, at 190, will be in a "loss-up" match, says McCann. Logan and sweater the 190-pound class in the National Catholic last weekend and his match may be the deciding factor this week in Nebraska. "It could come down to who wins bonus points," adds Durso.

ND, IU soccer to play benefit

INDIANAPOLIS-Soccer officials at Indiana University and the University of Notre Dame announced plans Wednesday for an April 14 match in Indianapolis to raise funds for the 1988 Summer Olympic Games. Proceeds for the inaugural Golden Boot Soccer Match will benefit the U.S. athletes going to the Olympic Games in Seoul, South Korea.

Tickets will go on sale March 1 for the game, which will be played at the Indiana University Track and Field Stadium on the campus of Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis.

"This will be the only athletic event that will be held in Indianapolis that will give local citizens a chance to show their support for the Olympics," said John Rosebrough, state chairman of the United States Olympic Committee, at a news conference.
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Assignment  42 Flower cluster  50 Rank too high
2 A Shell  43 Core  51 Tourist
3 Note  44 Bandaged  52 Paradise
4 One of a kind  45 Galena  53 A Schell
5 Nicho's hero  46 Sway  54 Sandy
6 Army groups  47 Blackbird  55 Govt. agents
7 Crooked  48 Hide away  56 Back talk
8 Cross warning  49 A Butler  57 Drink
9 City in Italy  50 Rank too high
10 Lost  51 Tourist  58 Animal hide
11 USSR river  52 Paradise
12 Old Fr. coins  53 Beloved of Narcissus
13 Small  54 Sandy
14 Rack too high
15 Flower part
16 Crooked
17 Musical ending
18 Seat of a kind
19 Place of sacrifice
20 Puts into office
21 Allowance for waste
22 Most petite
23 Merchandise
24 Flower part
25 Location
26 Flower cluster
27 Advantage
28 BBQ pork loin
29 Calif. peak
30 Swimming
31 Curtail
32 Put thumbs up
33 Doctrine
34 Sway
35 Asian river
36 Aslan river
37 Advantage
38 Strong acid
39 1509
40 Guineas
41 Pulls
42 - la Palix
43 Railroad employee
44 Took a breather
45 Peep
46 Gorges
47 Derbies
48 Hide away
49 A Butler
50 Sandy
51 Tourist
52 Paradise

DOWN
1 Rate of speed
2 Old Fr. coin
3 Retinase
4 Four of a kind
5 Seafood item
6 Blackbird
7 Frees (cf)
8 Particulars
9 Lift into
10 Deep spots
11 Ye — Shoppe
12 10 Fr. coin
13 Small
14 Nichols' hero
15 Army groups
16 Crooked
17 Musical ending
18 Seat of a kind
19 Place of sacrifice
20 Puts into office
21 Allowance for waste
22 Most petite
23 Merchandise
24 Flower part
25 Location
26 Flower cluster
27 Advantage
28 BBQ pork loin
29 Calif. peak
30 Swimming
31 Curtail
32 Put thumbs up
33 Doctrine
34 Sway
35 Asian river
36 Aslan river
37 Advantage
38 Strong acid
39 1509
40 Guineas
41 Pulls
42 - la Palix
43 Railroad employee
44 Took a breather
45 Peep
46 Gorges
47 Derbies
48 Hide away
49 A Butler
50 Sandy
51 Tourist
52 Paradise
53 Beloved of Narcissus
54 Sandy
55 Govt. agents
56 Back talk
57 Drink
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Campus

11 a.m.: Valentine's Day flower sales, $1, North and South Dining Halls.
12:30 p.m.: Workshop, "The Disappeared in Central America," by Carol Stuart,
131 Decio Faculty Hall
6:30 p.m.: Presentation, "How to Conduct an Effective Mail Campaign," by Paul
Reynolds, associate director of Career and Placement Services, Room 124 Hayes-
Healy Center.
10-11 p.m.: Discussion, "Campus Perspectives," with Don Keusal, Urban Plunge
Coordinator, WVFI-AM 640.

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame
Tomato soup
Footlong chili dog
Beef stew
BBQ pork loin
Cheese enchiladas

Saint Mary's
Baked chicken
Mostaccioli with cheese
Chinese pepper beef over rice
Deli bar

Math
Drink
Die
Drive

A public service message from The Observer

PETER SELLERS' WEEK

"Return of the Pink Panther"
8 & 10 p.m.
Tonight

"Dr. Strangelove"
8 & 10 p.m.
Friday and Saturday

Cushing Auditorium
$2.00 Admission

When ornithologists are mutually attracted.
**Sports**

No. 4 Tennessee women too much for Irish 91-71

Gordon powers defending champs

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

Why did the fourth ranked Lady Volunteers of Tennessee beat the Irish 91-71 last night? Bridgette Gordon. Overwhelming depth. An amazing shooting percentage. Bridgette Gordon. Her inside game kept the Irish within reach in the first half. Heidi Bunek and Sandy Botham, the three-pointer at Sports Writer their fourth loss by 12 points or team hopes to avoid. Losing close, something any chip-in in golf. In short, it's ming team, though, is begin­ning the scoring column. Bridgette Gordon. Amazing of Tennessee beat the Irish 91-71 last night?

"I know I can shoot pretty well," said Gordon.

"I like to hit from outside, and I look for the shot whenever I'm open." Gordon scored 36 points led Tennessee, but three other players were in double figures and all 10 Lady Vols scored for coach Pat Summiti. Tennessee estate infinite, not for the game with most of the buckets coming from 12-to-18 foot jumpers.

"They had the inside shots and the outside shots," said a disappointed Irish head coach Muffet McGraw. "That makes them really tough to defend. I'm not really happy with the outcome. I thought we've been within 10 (points) of them.

The inside scoring game kept the Irish within reach in the first half. Heidi Bunek and Sandy

see VOLS, page 13

**Women’s swim team loses another close one to EMU**

By GREG GUFEFFY
Sports Writer

Losing by less than 12 points in collegiate swimming is like losing by 10 in baseball, the three-pointer at the buzzer in basketball, or the chip-in in golf. In short, it's losing close, something any Erin McGhee has been named head coach of the Green Bay Packers.

After winning the first two Super Bowls played, Vince Lombardi’s health would not let him come back as head coach when he later passed away, a dynasty died with him.

"We're trying to buy a $10 item with $10." Welsh said. "It wasn't that the girls weren't ready to swim. We thought we should've been within 10 (points) of them.

Just how close was this Irish loss?

"In the 400 freestyle relay, we needed first and second place to tie the meet," Irish coach Tim Weilsh said.

That was the last event of the evening, and Notre Dame took second, third and fourth. The team also took its sixth loss against five victories. To add insult to injury, the Irish would have won those four meets using the scoring system that was replaced two years ago.

We're trying to buy a $10 item with $10." Welsh said. "It wasn't that the girls weren't ready to swim. We thought we should've been within 10 (points) of them.

Fresno State's Christy Moston once again led the Irish with 22 points. She scored all of the points we could have scored.

Fresno State's Christy Moston once again led the Irish with 22 points. She scored all of the points we could have scored.

Freshman, Charlie Modest once again led the Irish with first places in the 100 and 200 backstroke events and a third in the 200 individual medley. She also was part of the winning 400 medley relay team along with Becky Wood, Amy Dusheiko, and Isobel Weilsh. "Christ is an outstanding swimmer," Welsh said. "She's the kind of swimmer that we thought could lift the program. She's very versatile and can swim a lot of events. She holds the university record in both backstroke events.

Also taking firsts for the Irish were Wood in the 100 and 200 breaststroke, Tracy Johnson in the 50 and 100 freestyle and Dusselton in the 200 free.

Part of the reason that the Irish are coming up on the short end in the battle of competition in the waters, Welsh is determined to make the Notre Dame program a national power, and the only way to achieve that is by facing the toughest competition available. That competition does not get any easier this weekend, as the Irish travel to St. Louis on Friday to compete against St. Louis and Oral Roberts and then journey back to Indiana to swim at Ball State on Saturday.

"It's a challenging weekend ahead," Welsh said. "We've created a very challenging array of weekend meets."

The men's squad takes an 8-3 record to St. Louis Friday and then swims the Cardinals Saturday in Muncie. The ladies are coming off an emotional 114-103 victory over St. Bonaventure last winter. The Irish are coming on their first win over the Bonnies in six years.

"The kind of high level

---

**Packers finally trying to bury ghosts of titles past**

The Glory Years and the ghost of Lombardi are being put away in one and motion. Perhaps it's best that way.

Lindy Infante, not a former Lombardi-coached player, has been named head coach of the Green Bay Packers.

Since then, the Packers have rebuilt, started things to get a little better, yet improve­ment always eluded the poor old Pack. Since then, the Packers have rebuilt, started things to get a little better, yet improve­ment always eluded the poor old Pack.

"We're trying to buy a $10 item with $10." Welsh said. "It wasn't that the girls weren't ready to swim. We thought we should've been within 10 (points) of them.

Things got so bad that Gregg decided it was time to leave. With one year remaining on his contract, he had to get out before his name was tarnished further, so he went down to become Assistant Sports Editor

Packers finally trying to bury ghosts of titles past

By BRIAN O'GARA

"We want to go unbeaten the rest of the season," Welsh said.

And with the confidence of the last few weeks, that thought may not be too unrealistic.

Rick Rietbrock
Assistant Sports Editor

the old die-hards wanted their boy to come in and set things straight again. Just so things could be as they once were.

Unfortunately, really interfered. Things al­ways seemed to get a little better, yet improve­ment always eluded the poor old Pack.

After a nine-year tenure with a losing record, Starr finally was replaced two years ago.

Things got so bad that Gregg decided it was time to leave. With one year remaining on his contract, he had to get out before his name was tarnished further, so he went down to become

---

Cleveland and led Cincinnati to a Super Bowl. But while everything seemed so right, things still managed to go so wrong. Even more wrong than ever before.

Green Bay was still losing fast enough to be eliminated from the playoffs by Thanksgiving, that much hadn't changed. But now the Packers were working on other records - police records. They've shown up in court much more than the team seems to be sure. Junior Lott was accused of sexual assault twice, and Mosy Cade Jones is suspended for good.

In addition, Ken Stills was caught speeding after an off-season trip to Mexico City. The Packers were looking ahead to bigger things.

"We want to go unbeaten the rest of the season," Welsh said.

And with the confidence of the last few weeks, that thought may not be too unrealistic.

---

see PAGE, 11